1. Experimental. -Although some observations on the internal friction of concentrated solid solutions were made relatively early (I) , due to the complexity of the problem theoretical interpretations have not been advanced. The main object of the present work was to make a systematic study of the internal friction observed in concentrated alloys a t relatively low temperatures, and to attempt to formulate at least in outline, a theory. Variables which seemed most valuable from the point of view of identifying any internal friction mechanism appeared to be temperature, prestrain, grain size and composition.
The <( as received )) brasses contained as principal impurities about 10 p. p. m. of iron and similar amounts of lead and tin. Two grain sizes were used, i. e. 8 and 45 ym ; they were obtained by annealing at 500 O C and 800 OC respectively for periods of a few minutes as specified by Feltham and Copley 121. Rodshaped single crystals of a-brasses with nominal zinc contents of 10, 20 and 30 atomic percent, as well as some of 99.997 % copper, were grown by Bridgman's technique. Crystals, 15 cm long and of 6 mm diameter were excited electrostatically in vacuo at their resonant frequency of about 12.5 kHz to an amplitude of about loF7 E. Amplitude dependence was not observed, i. e. an analysis of decay traces showed purely exponential envelopes. The variation of frequency with temperature was monotone. Further experimental detail is given elsewhere [3] .
A few preliminary measurements of Q-I of OFHC checked with earlier more extensive work by Feltham and Burdett [4] . The internal friction of annealed and prestrained single crystals of 90/10 a-brass, with orientations close t o < 1107 are shown in figure 1.
In the annealed brasses it was 10-20 times lower than the corresponding value in OFHC. Values of the internal friction obtained after prestraining single crystals 90110 single crystal, partly annealed after an extension of 19 % at room temperature, was cut into two unequal lengths, and Q-' could thus be measured at 12.5 and 15.5 kHz. A small increase was observed at the higher frequency but it did not exceed a few percent and was therefore within the range of experimental error.
2. Summary and conclusions. - The observations show that : a) Q-I is only weakly, if at all frequency dependent, b) it does not depend on the amplitude in the range studied, i. e. below strains of about c) internal friction increases gradually with temperature, the relation being almost linear, d ) the Q-'/T curves appear to pass through the origin on extrapolation, e) there are no pronounced peaks on the &-'IT curves, thus the internal friction is essentially of the (( background D type, f ) an increase in the alloy content leads to a decrease in Q-l, this also appears to be the case below 10 % z n 111, g ) prestrain in the 2nd stage of hardening leads t o a progressive in the internal friction, but with further deformation Q-I diminishes ; this applies to single crystals and polycrystals, h) the internal friction if of the same order of magnitude in single and polycrystals, but the maxima on the Q-'/strain curves occur at lower levels of strain in the polycrystalline specimens.
It appears from these characteristics that even in concentrated substitutional alloys, minor dislocation displacements are possible at stresses of E x lop7 and lead to an amplitude independent type of internal of dislocated movement facilitated by the diffusion of friction which, as in some pure metals [5] appears to geometrical kinks. The diffusion would be controlled be rather insensitive to frequency changes. It is pro-by the cr lattice friction )) which would become probable that the effect is associated with a limited amount gressively greater with alloy content.
